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ABSTRACT

The present disclosure is directed to product Warranties hav
ing a residual value and a potential rebate based on the

residual value. The residual value can thus be inversely
related to the number of claims ?led against the Warranty.
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PRODUCT WARRANTIES HAVING A
RESIDUAL VALUE
BACKGROUND

[0001] Manufacturers and retailers often offer extended
Warranties to customers as insurance against future product
failures. These Warranties are often offered to the customer at

the point of sale of neW hardWare, or during the base Warranty
period. These optional extended Warranties alloW the cus
tomer to receive support and product repair services that are

often above and beyond What is provided by any standard
Warranty associated With the product.
[0002] Certain customers, because of their usage patterns,
usage environment, or other factors, may be susceptible to
more product failures, and thus may be more expensive to
support than other customers. In this situation, a manufac
turer Will often price an extended at a price that is high enough
to offset the expense of these high-usage customers. These
higher-cost Warranties are often too expensive for loW usage
customers, and customers Who do buy Warranties thus end up

subsidiZing higher usage customers. Uniform pricing deters
loW-usage customers, and the price may be less than the
support cost for high-usage customers.
[0003] It may be bene?cial for the manufacturer to utiliZe a
mechanism enabling price discrimination based on a custom
er’s expected support costs. If the customer’s usage or envi
ronment can be ob served and measured by the manufacturer,

retailer, or third party selling the Warranty, then the manufac
turer could price discriminate based on these factors. HoW
ever, it is often dif?cult and/or costly to measure and verify
usage or other environmental factors.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004]

FIG. 1 depicts a method for reducing a product

Warranty cost in accordance With one embodiment of the

present disclosure;
[0005]

FIG. 2 depicts a method of determining the coverage

of a claim under a Warranty With claim limits according to

another embodiment of the present disclosure; and
[0006] FIG. 3 depicts a method of determining the issuance
of a rebate for a residual value Warranty according to yet
another embodiment of the present disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

EMBODIMENT(S)
[0007]

Before the present invention is disclosed and

described, it is to be understood that this disclosure is not
limited to the particular structures, process steps, or materials
disclosed herein, but is extended to equivalents thereof as

Would be recogniZed by those ordinarily skilled in the rel

[0010]

As is used herein, the term “product Warranty” is

used to describe an optional Warranty that is purchased and
associated With a product in order to cover claims made by the

Warranty purchaser for service, repairs, and/or replacement of
the product during a Warranty period.
[0011]

As is used herein, the term “residual value” refers to

a value that is greater than Zero.

[0012] As used herein, the term “claim limit” refers to a
limit on the number of claims that can be ?led after Which
some change in the coverage of a Warranty occurs. In one

aspect, for example, the residual value of a Warranty can
ultimately decrease to a Zero value if the number of Warranty
claims ?led under the product Warranty meets or exceeds a

claim limit during the Warranty period. In another aspect, a
claim limit can refer to a situation Where claims ?led under

the product Warranty are ineligible claims and are not covered

if the number of Warranty claims is greater than the Warranty
claim limit.

[0013]

As is used herein, the term “ultimately decreases to”

refers to the ?nal value of a variable folloWing a decrease. In

situations Where Zero is the ?nal value, it is required that the
decrease be an incremental decrease including at least one

intermediate step value betWeen the maximum value and
Zero. Accordingly, “ultimately decreases to” Would not
include situations Where the value dropped from the maxi
mum value to Zero Without an intermediate step.

[0014]

It is noted that by the term “inversely related,” What

is meant is that as the number of Warranty claims go up, the

value of the rebate oWed to the customer goes doWn (at least
at one incremental step). As an example, if a Warranty costs

$200 and there is a claim limit of 3 in place, each of these
Warranty amounts Would be considered to be “inversely

related.” e.g., Claim li$l50 rebate, Claim 2i$l00 rebate,
Claim 3i$0 rebate; or Claim li$200 rebate, Claim 2i$0
rebate, Claim 3i$0 rebate; or Claim li$l00 rebate; Claim
2i$50 rebate, Claim 3i$l rebate; or Claim li$l00
rebate, Claim 2i$50 rebate, Claim 3i$50 rebate, etc.
[0015] As used herein, the term “about” is used to provide
?exibility to a numerical range endpoint by providing that a
given value may be “a little above” or “a little beloW” the
endpoint. The degree of ?exibility of this term can be dictated

by the particular variable and Would be Within the knowledge
of those skilled in the art to determine based on experience

and the associated description herein.
[0016] As used herein, a plurality of items may be pre
sented in a common list for convenience. HoWever, these lists
should be construed as though each member of the list is

individually identi?ed as a separate and unique member.
Thus, no individual member of such list should be construed
as a de facto equivalent of any other member of the same list
solely based on their presentation in a common group Without

indications to the contrary.

evant arts. It should also be understood that terminology

[0017]

employed herein is used for the purpose of describing par
ticular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting.

herein in a range format. It is to be understood that such a

[0008] In describing and claiming the present disclosure,
the folloWing terminology Will be used in accordance With the
de?nitions set forth beloW.

[0009] It is noted that, as used herein, the singular forms of
“a,” “an,” and “the” include plural referents unless the context
clearly dictates otherWise. Thus, for example, reference to “a
Warranty” includes one or more of such Warranties, reference
to “the product” includes reference to one or more of such

products.

Numerical data may be expressed or presented

range format is used merely for convenience and brevity and
thus should be interpreted ?exibly to include not only the
numerical values explicitly recited as the limits of the range,
but also to include all the individual numerical values or

sub-ranges encompassed Within that range as if each numeri
cal value and sub-range is explicitly recited. As an illustra
tion, a numerical range of “up to 1 year,” should be interpreted
to include not only the explicitly recited values of 0 to 1 year,
but also include individual values and sub-ranges Within the
indicated range. Thus, included in this numerical range are
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sub-ranges, such as from 1-3 months, from 2-4 months, and
from 0-5 months, etc. This same principle applies to ranges
reciting only one numerical value. Furthermore, such an

value for a number of claims that is less than the claim limit.
An example of a nominal value might be $0.01 or $1, or other

interpretation should apply regardless of the breadth of the

Additionally, in some aspects the residual value of the War

range or the characteristics being described.
[0018] The present disclosure is directed to product War

ranty can decrease to a ?xed amount that is a value greater

ranties and methods for increasing pro?tability of Warranties

small nominal amount (in dollars or other monetary system).
than Zero, and that is also greater than a nominal value, and
thus, still preserves some real value to the Warranty user.

by taking into account, at least in part, cost conscious con

[0021]

sumers. As described above, When a manufacturer sells an

plated. In one aspect, for example, a Warranty can include a

Other types of claim limits are additionally contem

extended Warranty priced at a uniform cost to all customers,

claim limit Whereby claims ?led under the product Warranty

regardless of usage, loW-usage customers are required to
subsidiZe the support costs of high-usage customers. One Way
to achieve market segmentation and a more equitable pricing

are ineligible claims and are not covered if the number of

Warranty claims is greater than the Warranty claim limit.

With a single Warranty product Without having to verify usage

least receive the bene?t of more claims) than is alloWed by the

is through an extended Warranty With a residual value. A
residual value Warranty is one in Which the customer may
receive a rebate of some portion of the price of the Warranty
depending on hoW many claims the customer makes on the

uct oWner to pay for repairs or other services out-of-pocket.
By imposing the various forms of claim limits on a residual
value Warranty thus alloWs the Warrantor to offer the Warranty

product against the Warranty.
[0019]

Accordingly, in one aspect of the present disclosure,

Thus, the Warranty oWner cannot make more claims (or at

claim limit. Sub sequent product failures Will require the prod

at a loWer up-front price, and thus capture the demand of
product purchasers Who prefer to pay less up front because

a residual value product Warranty is provided. Such a War
ranty can include a product Warranty associated With a prod

they discount the value of a future refund.

uct, a Warranty period Within Which all eligible claims ?led
under the product Warranty are covered, a residual value that

schedule are designed appropriately, a residual value War
ranty can be attractive to a loW-usage customer. As has been
suggested, such a loW-usage customer can expect to have feW
failures and thus to receive a larger rebate. Such a residual

is inversely related to a number of Warranty claims ?led
during the Warranty period, and a rebate having a rebate value
that is related to the residual value, Where the rebate is issued
to a Warranty oWner by a Warrantor. In one speci?c aspect, the

[0022]

Accordingly, if the Warranty cost and the refund

value Warranty can additionally be attractive to high-usage
customers because in many cases, Warranty pricing can be

rebate may equal the residual value. Numerous Warranty peri

comparable to non-residual value Warranties. As such,

ods are contemplated, and as such, the present claims should

residual value Warranties can capture appeal to a broader

not be limited thereby. Examples of Warranty periods can

range of customers, thereby capturing greater market share,
and also produce greater pro?ts for the manufacturer.

include those in the range of up to 30 days, up to 60 days, up
to 90 days, up to 6 months, up to 1 year, up to tWo years, up to

5 years, etc. Additionally, Warranty period of greater than 5
years are contemplated. In some cases, the duration of the

[0023] Numerous types of rebates are contemplated, and it
should be noted that the present claims should not be limited
by the form of the rebate. In one aspect, for example, the

Warranty period may be tied to the type of product associated
With the Warranty. For example, consumer electronics prod

rebate can be provided to the customer as cash or some form

ucts often can have a shorter Warranty period as compared to

customer as a credit toWard future product or Warranty pur

of cash. In another aspect, the rebate can be provided to the

products having a longer expected usage duration and/or a

chases, for example. In another aspect, the rebate can be

higher purchase cost, such as an automobile or a home in the

provided to the customer as a service, such as, for example,
extending the duration of the Warranty for an additional War
ranty period. It should be noted that the rebate can be paid to
the Warranty oWner by the Warrantor, or it can be paid on
behalf of the Warrantor by a Warrantor’s representative.
[0024] Furthermore, the rebate can be provided to the cus
tomer at the end of the Warranty period, any time after the

case of a home Warranty.

[0020]

A residual Warranty thus has a Warranty period dur

ing Which eligible claims made against the purchased product
may be supported. As has been described, the residual value is
inversely related to the number of Warranty claims ?led dur
ing the Warranty period. The rebate provided to the customer
at the end of the Warranty period is thus based on hoW many
claims have been ?led during the Warranty period. For
example, for a Warranty period of [0,T], the refund schedule
is shoWn by Equation (I) for some non-negative integer n:
In one aspect, a customer Who makes jén claims over the
Warranty period can receive a rebate of r” _j. A customer mak
ing more than n claims in this scheme Would not be eligible to
receive a rebate. Thus, in such cases, the residual value War
ranty contains a claim limit Wherein the residual value ulti
mately decreases to a Zero value if the number of Warranty

claims ?led under the product Warranty meets or exceeds the

Warranty claim limit during the Warranty period. In some
aspects, the residual value can be reduced to a nominal value,
Where nominal value can include values that are substantially
Zero compared to the purchase price of the Warranty, as com
pared to the full rebate value, or as compared to any rebate

expiration of the Warranty period, or during the Warranty
period. In one speci?c aspect, for example, the rebate can be
provided to the Warranty oWner during the Warranty period as
one or more milestone payments. In one speci?c non-limiting
example, the rebate can be paid to the Warranty oWner as a
series of payments made at 6 month intervals. Such a mile
stone payment scheme can incentiviZe the Warranty oWner to

pay for small repairs out-of-pocket, or to delay repairs in
order to receive the milestone portion of the rebate.

[0025] The present disclosure additionally provides meth
ods for reducing the costs associated With product Warranties.
In one aspect, for example as is shoWn in FIG. 1, a method for
reducing a product Warranty cost can include providing a
product Warranty associated With a product to a purchaser of

the product 12, Wherein the product Warranty has a purchase
cost and a Warranty period, and issuing a rebate to the pur
chaser to refund at least a portion of the purchase cost of the
product Warranty 14, Wherein the rebate has a rebate value
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that is inversely related to a number of Warranty claims ?led

by the purchaser during the Warranty period. In one embodi

tations are contemplated, and any such estimation method
should be considered to be Within the present scope. Thus, the

ment, the rebase value and the Warranty period can be stored

folloWing speci?c descriptions of techniques for accomplish

on a database, such as a plurality of netWorked servers.

ing such pricing should not be seen as limiting.

[0026] It is generally intended that all eligible claims are
covered under a product Warranty. An eligible claim is a claim
that is ?led under the product Warranty during the Warranty
period that is further considered to be “eligible” by the War

has a length of T, and time is measured backWards, so tIO is
the end of the Warranty period. Thus, a customer is in state

rantor of the product Warranty. The criteria as to What is
“eligible” can be variable depending on a variety of factors,

customer has k claims remaining out of n total claims of the

including, Without limitation, the nature of the product, they
type of damage sustained, Warrantor preferences, regional
legal requirements, etc. Claim limits used in conjunction With
the residual value Warranty can affect the eligibility of a
claim. In one aspect, for example, the method can include not

covering claims ?led under the product Warranty if the num

ber of Warranty claims ?led during the Warranty period
exceeds a Warranty claim limit. In other Words, claims that are
?led in excess of the claim limit can be ineligible claims. For
example, FIG. 2 shoWs a ?owchart of a method of determin
ing the coverage of a claim under a Warranty With claim
limits. In this case, an issue arising With a product results in
the ?ling of a claim 20 under the Warranty. A determination is
then made as to Whether or not the claim is eligible 22. If the
claim is eligible, then a determination is made as to Whether
or not the number of claims ?led has exceeded the claim limit
of the Warranty 26. If the number of claims ?led has not

exceeded the claim limit of the Warranty, the claim is covered
under the Warranty 24. If the claim is not eligible, but the
number of alloWed claims has not been exceeded, then future
claims can be covered under the Warranty. If the number of
alloWed claims has been exceeded, then claims are no longer
covered under the Warranty 28.
[0027] Claim limits can additionally affect the rebate value,
but may or may not render a claim ineligible. For example, in
one aspect, the method can further include reducing the rebate
value to a value greater than Zero if the number of Warranty

claims ?led during the Warranty period exceeds a Warranty
claim limit. Such a value (greater than 0) can include a nomi
nal value, or in other Words, an amount that has no real value

as compared to the value of the full rebate, the purchase price
of the rebate, or any value of rebate for a number of claims that
is less than the claim limit. In another aspect, the method can
include reducing the rebate value to a Zero value if the number

of Warranty claims ?led during the Warranty period exceeds a
Warranty claim limit. In this latter embodiment, reducing the

[0030]

For the folloWing, assume that the Warranty period

(t,k) if there is time t remaining in the Warranty period and the
claim limit (thus the customer has made n-k claims). Calcu
lating a customer’s expected value from the residual value
Warranty can assist the Warrantor in pricing a residual value
Warranty to be attractive to the customer. The customer may

affect his expected value from the Warranty by strategically
absorbing the cost of failures, in order to improve chances of
receiving a rebate. For example, let g(t,k) be the maximum
expected value of rebate With time t remaining in the Warranty
period When the customer has k unclaimed service options.
Let Ct represent the random cost of a service at time t, and At
represent the rate at Which failures occur at time t. Also or
represents an interval of time. Then

As 6A0, this becomes a differential equation, as shoWn by

Equation (IV):

With one boundary condition being:
g(0,k):rk

(V)

for kIO, . . . , n.

[0031] Another boundary condition can depend on claim
limits. For example, for no claim limits:
g(l,k):O

(VI)

and for a limit of n claims:

value to a Zero value Would include an incremental value

reduction (e. g., reducing to at least one value greater than Zero
for at least a ?rst claim) prior to reducing the value to Zero.
[0028] As an example, FIG. 3 depicts a method of deter
mining the issuance of a rebate for a residual value Warranty
according to one aspect of the present disclosure. At the end
of the Warranty period 30, a determination is made as to
Whether or not a claim has been ?led 32. If a claim has not
been ?led, a rebate is issued 34 to the Warranty oWner. If a
claim has been ?led, a determination is made as to Whether
more claims Were ?led than Were alloWed by the claim limit

of the Warranty 36. If the number of claims ?led Was less than
the claim limit of the Warranty, then a rebate value is calcu
lated 38, and the rebate is issued to the Warranty oWner. If the
number of claims ?led Was more than the claim limit, then no
rebate, or a nominal rebate is issued 40.

[0029]

Various methods of estimating pricing of a residual

value Warranty based on both customer and Warrantor expec

1

g(t, O) = —[0 ASECS d5

(VII)

Accordingly, if a customer With time t remaining in the War

ranty period and k used claims experiences a failure With
repair cost Ct, then in order to maximiZe the expected value
the customer should only place a claim for the failure only if:
C,ZAg(z, k)
[0032]

(VIII)

It can additionally be bene?cial to compute the War

rantor’s or provider’s expected costs. For example, let h(t,k)
be the provider’s expected cost of refund plus support costs
for the customer With time t remaining in the Warranty period
When the customer has k unclaimed service options. If the
Warranty provider’s repair co st is [3Ct for a failure With co st Ct,
then:
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4. The Warranty of claim 3, further comprising a Warranty
claim limit, Wherein the value greater than Zero is a nominal
value.

5. The Warranty of claim 1, further comprising a Warranty
claim limit, Wherein the residual value ultimately decreases to
Zero value if the number of Warranty claims ?led under the
product Warranty meets or exceeds the Warranty claim limit

Where:

Ahm, k) = hm, k) - hm, k -1)

(x)

With one boundary condition being:
h(O,k):rk

6. The Warranty of claim 1, further comprising a Warranty
claim limit, Wherein Warranty claims ?led under the product
Warranty are ineligible claims and are not covered if the

(XI)

for kIO, . . . , n. Another boundary condition can depend on

claim limits. For example, for no claim limits:

hm, k) :pfmrqm
for k < 0
O

during the Warranty period.

(x11)

number of Warranty claims is greater than the Warranty claim
limit.
7. The Warranty of claim 1, Wherein the rebate is issued to
the Warranty oWner after termination of the Warranty period.
8. The Warranty of claim 1, Wherein the rebate is issued to
the Warranty oWner during the Warranty period.
9. The Warranty of claim 8, Wherein the rebate is issued to
the Warranty oWner as milestone payments during the War

ranty period.
10. The Warranty of claim 1, Wherein the residual value

and for a limit of n claims:

h(z,k):0
for k<0.

[0033]

remains substantially unchanged prior to the ?ling of at least
(XIII)

This model of calculating Warranties is merely one

possible model that can be used in accordance With embodi
ments of the present disclosure. Alternatively, other math
ematical models may be used, or Warrantors may prefer to
determine these residual value Warranty schemes more sub
jectively, e. g., using trial and error or even using special
knowledge in a speci?c area Where a Warranty is offered. For
example, it may be that a company has a smaller number of

customers, and thus, intimately knoWs the usage patterns of
its large customers. In such a scenario, using a formulaic
mathematical model may not be the best approach in maxi

miZing pro?t or providing appropriate service to its custom
ers. Conversely, When a Warrantor has thousands or even

millions of customers, mathematical models or other predic
tive systems may be more appropriate in determining appro
priate residual value schedules for its customers.
[0034] While the invention has been described With refer
ence to certain preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art

Will appreciate that various modi?cations, changes, omis
sions, and substitutions can be made Without departing from
the spirit of the disclosure. It is therefore intended that the

invention be limited only by the scope of the appended
claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A residual value product Warranty, comprising:
a product Warranty;
a Warranty period Within Which all eligible claims ?led
under the product Warranty are covered;
a residual value that is inversely related to a number of

Warranty claims ?led during the Warranty period; and
a rebate having a rebate value that is related to the residual
value, Where the rebate is issued to a Warranty oWner by
a Warrantor.

2. The Warranty of claim 1, Wherein the product Warranty is
associated With a speci?c product.
3. The Warranty of claim 1, further comprising a Warranty
claim limit, Wherein the residual value ultimately decreases to
a value greater than Zero if the number of Warranty claims
?led under the product Warranty meets or exceeds the War

ranty claim limit during the Warranty period.

a second claim.

11. The Warranty of claim 1, Wherein the residual value
product Warranty rebate values are determined for a product

using mathematical modeling.
12. The Warranty of claim 1, Wherein the residual value
product Warranty rebate values are determined subjectively.
13. A method for increasing pro?tability of a Warranty,

comprising:
issuing a product Warranty to a purchaser of a product,
Wherein the product Warranty has a purchase cost and a
Warranty period Which are stored in a database; and
issuing a rebate to the purchaser to refund at least a portion
of the purchase cost of the product Warranty, Wherein the
rebate has a rebate value that is inversely related to a

number of Warranty claims ?led by the purchaser during
the Warranty period.
14. The method of claim 13, further comprising covering
all eligible claims ?led under the product Warranty during the

Warranty period.
15. The method of claim 13, further comprising not cover

ing claims ?led under the product Warranty if the number of
Warranty claims ?led during the Warranty period exceeds a
Warranty claim limit.
16. The method of claim 13, further comprising reducing
the rebate value to a minimum rebate value or nominal rebate

value if the number of Warranty claims ?led during the War
ranty period exceeds a Warranty claim limit.

17. The method of claim 13, further comprising reducing
the rebate value to Zero value if the number of Warranty claims

?led during the Warranty period exceeds a Warranty claim
limit.
18. The method of claim 13, Wherein the rebate is deter
mined in accordance With a residual value product Warranty

rebate schedule, said schedule determined using mathemati

cal modeling.
19. The method of claim 13, Wherein the rebate is deter
mined in accordance With a residual value product Warranty

rebate schedule, said schedule determined subjectively.
20. The method of claim 13, Wherein the database com
prises a plurality of networked servers.
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